knew she should have never gotten
into the car with Grant. But her
regrets can do nothing to change the
events of that horrible night—a car
accident that took the life of Grant's
cousin and left the driver of a farm
truck critically injured.

LDS Fiction
FIC ALL
222 p.

FIC BEL
246 p.

FIC BEL
185 p.

FIC BLA
285 p.

FIC DAR
215 p.

No Time for Love—by Nancy
Campbell Allen
Connor O'Brian knows his
engagement is a mistake, but before
he can take steps to end it, his
fiancèe is dead and FBI agents are
on his doorstep.
An Unexpected Love—by Michele
Ashman Bell
Alex doesn't want anything to do
with the crazy Mormon religion her
sister belongs to—especially since
it's the same religion she blames for
her father's death. And she certainly
never planned on falling in love with
a Mormon, even if he does appear to
be everything she has ever wanted in
a man.
All's Fair—by Julie Coulter Bellon
After leaving her fiancé at the altar,
Kristen uncovers the shocking truth
about the man she nearly married-truth that could ruin her life. When
Brandon and fellow doctor Rachel
Fields are seized as Iraqi prisoners
of war, he faces a crisis of personal
integrity that may cost him his life.
In this gripping tale of unlikely
heroes and unexpected romance, two
siblings must risk everything for
freedom.
Ghost of a Chance—by Kerry Blair
Samantha has been hired to find out
what is haunting the crumbling San
Rafael Mission. But soon, the rookie
private investigator is sidetracked by
a series of murders occurring within
the parish—and by the bookish, yet
attractive, police detective leading
the investigation.
Crossroads—by La Resa Darrington
It was a night of bad decisions. Beth

FIC GAR
361 p.

Vanished—by Lynn Gardner
Maggie joins forces with Dr. Flynn
Ford who is interested in helping her
solve the mystery of a vanished girl.
But as their investigation moves
forward, witnesses begin turning up
dead and it appears that Maggie and
Flynn could be next.

FIC GRE
293 p.

Hazardous Duty—by Betsy
Brannon Green
The only clue Savannah and the
police have to her six-year-old's
disappearance is a note with a
cryptic verse of scripture. With no
signs of progress, Savannah is
desperate enough to call the one man
she knows can help—the one man
who absolutely despises her.

FIC GRE
251 P.

FIC GRE
372 p.

Above and Beyond—by Betsy
Brannon Green (sequel to
Hazardous Duty)
Rosemary pleads for Savannah's
help after running away from her
dangerously controlling father. But
her father isn't just anyone-- he's the
criminal mastermind who oversaw
Caroline's daughter’s kidnapping.
Traitor—by Sandra Grey
With war raging in Europe, the only
way Marie can be with Felix is to
join the Allied forces. However, as
Marie parachutes into France to join
the Resistance, she not only lands
into the arms of her fiancé, but also
drop into the hands of the enemy.

FIC GRO
271 P.

Beneath the Surface—by Jeni
Grossman
This story relates the secrets that a
small town keeps, and the swift and
terrible justice that follows.

FIC HAN
207 p.

Run Away Home—by Jennie
Hansen
When a friend offers her the use of
his summer cabin in the Utah
mountains, Megan unexpectedly
encounters the only man in her life
to show her true affection and who
unknowingly betrayed her trust long
ago.

FIC HUG
293 p.

Before the Dawn—by Dean Hughes
When the bishop calls Leah to be
Relief Society president during the
Depression, she thinks he's joking,
and it doesn't take her long to
alienate half the members of the
Relief Society. But she discovers
there's something to love in every
woman.

FIC LUN
642 p.

Fishers of Men—by Gerald Lund
This book transports us to the days
of Christ's mortal ministry and
invites us to experience the emotions
and events of those extraordinary
times.

FIC MOO
249 p.

Out of Jerusalem: Of Goodly
Parents—by H. B. Moore
This book tells the story of the
people, places, and events of the
Book of Mormon.

FIC NUN
299 p.

Chasing Yesterday—by Rachel
Nunes
Savvy's life takes a bizarre turn with
the unexpected arrival of a wildlooking teenager who claims to be
her half sister.

FIC OBR
229 p.

The Raging Sea—by Sonia O'Brien
When she is forced to abandon the
cruise ship she is traveling on,

Kaitlyn Winters finds she must
confront her feelings about death,
spiritual beliefs, and a young
Mormon steward who could change
her life forever.
FIC OBR
248 p.

FIC PIN
256 p.

FIC POU
277 p.

Epicenter—by Sonia O' Brien
After a massive earthquake hits
downtown Los Angeles, McKenna
is trapped in a crumbling high-rise
with a cold-blooded killer.
Strength to Endure—by Tristi
Pinkston
Anneliese Klein grew up in
Germany when Hitler came into
power. Eventually the war claims
her two brothers, her father, and the
man she loves. How will she survive
these horrors and what will become
of her unborn child?
Mirror Image—by Clair Poulson
Separated through adoption, two
boys grow up worlds apart. Years
later, Lindsay Diamond has the
knowledge to reunite the two
brothers, but it involves dangerous
individuals who are desperate to
keep hidden truths buried, no matter
who gets in the way.

FIC POU
277 p.

Evidence—by Clair Poulson
The disappearance of one of
Harrisville's favorite sons, and the
arrival of an ominous ransom note,
send ripples of terror throughout the
small town. Now it's up to Sheriff
Vince Hanks and his deputy to
unravel the mystery.

FIC RET
241 p.

Safe Harbor—by Pamela
Carrington Reid
When Meredith grows close to
Grant, his tragic past prompts a
spiritual journey for Meredith—who
now realizes she may be losing the
thing she holds most dear.

FIC ROB
307 p.

A View From The Attic—by Alene
Roberts
A devastating tragedy and the loss of
loved ones will bring Janie face to
face with a choice she doesn't want
to make. What is more important:
her family, or her dreams for the
future?

FIC STA
210 p.

Emma—by Anita Stansfield
In this triumphant tribute, Stansfield
conveys Emma Smith's greatness of
spirit; her remarkable compassion,
courage, and dignity; and her
unwavering testimony of the Savior.

FIC STE
208 p.

Prologue: The Brothers—by Chris
Stewart
In the time before Creation, there
was a choosing, a sifting, a contest
of ideas and a battle for souls. So
begins the rumors of wars, political
intrigues, epidemics, famine,
economic decline, miracles, and
visions

FIC VAN
295 p.

Tangled Roots—by G. G.
Vandagriff
Can a family tree reveal the secret
behind two murders?
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